Introduction {#s0005}
============

In recent years, there has been continuous development and exploration in the fields of medicine, clinical detection, molecular biology, immunology, and nanotechnology, among others [@b0005], [@b0010], [@b0015], [@b0020], [@b0025], [@b0030]. There are now higher requirements for the trace analysis of macromolecules and small molecules, such as proteins and nucleic acids, as well as agricultural and veterinary drugs and environmental pollutants. Traditional immunoassay methods have difficulty in the ultrasensitive detection of proteins, mainly due to the lack of direct amplification techniques, such as PCR. Recently, BCA has become a new technology in various fields, such as clinical diagnosis and trace analysis, and has the advantages of high sensitivity, simple operation and low cost. This technology can be used to realize indirect amplification of a probe and is widely used for the highly sensitive detection of DNA and protein [@b0035], [@b0040], [@b0045], [@b0050].

This ultrasensitive nanoparticle (NP) amplification detection system was originally proposed in 2003 by Mirkin et al. [@b0055] of Northwestern University in the United States for the detection of prostate-specific antigen (PSA). The traditional BCA technique uses double-stranded DNA as a bio-barcode, with one strand connected to a gold nanoparticle (AuNP) via a Au-S chain and the other indicating the analyte. The disadvantage of this method is related with poor hybridization, which affects the experimental results to some extent. The method was improved by Thaxton et al. [@b0060] in 2005 via the use of thiol-modified single-stranded DNA instead of double-stranded DNA. The addition of dithiothreitol (DTT) allows the Au-S chain to covalently bind to the DNA on the AuNP, which greatly simplifies the experimental procedure and enhances its quantitative ability.

After more than ten years of exploration and research, BCA technology now has high specificity and ultrahigh sensitivity that is 5--6 orders of magnitude higher than that of ELISA [@b0065], [@b0070], [@b0075]. Compared to PCR, BCA compensates for its complexity, cost, time-consuming nature, labouriousness, and disadvantage of providing only a narrow quantitative range of target DNA after amplification; thus, BCA technology can achieve rapid and efficient trace detection and provide new ideas and platforms for detection in fields related to clinical medicine, food toxins, environmental analysis, and drug detection, among others.

This review searched articles from 2003 to 2019 through the Web of Science in English, and the keywords are Bio-barcode assay; Protein; Nucleic acid; Pesticide residues, Biotoxin, etc.

The principle of bio-barcode technology and a method application comparison {#s0010}
===========================================================================

BCA technology is a classic example of nanogold diagnostic technology. AuNP have a high electron density, dielectric and catalytic properties, and may be combined with a variety of biological macromolecules without affecting their biological activity [@b0080], [@b0085].

The method involves the use of two probes: magnetic beads coated with monoclonal antibodies for the protein, thereby producing a magnetic probe that can adsorb onto the target protein, and AuNP prepared by the trisodium citrate reduction method and coated with anti-target protein antibody and thiol-modified barcode DNA. Then, a magnetic field can be used to form a sandwich-like complex of the two probes with a test sample containing a target protein (e.g., sera, pathogen culture, body fluid) to form "magnetic microsphere-target protein-AuNP". After dissociation of the labelled DNA barcode strands on the gold nanoprobes via de-hybridization elution release, the target protein content can be determined by the selected colorimetric, fluorescence labelling, biochip or other detection method [@b0090], [@b0095], [@b0100], [@b0105], [@b0110], [@b0115]. The main schematic diagram is shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Schematic diagram of the biological barcode assay. (A). Probe preparation. (B). Generation of a sandwich structure with the target and separate detection.

Signal amplification detection methods commonly used for the BCA mainly include chip methods [@b0120], [@b0125], [@b0130], [@b0135], fluorescence labelling methods [@b0140], [@b0145], [@b0150], [@b0155], colorimetric methods [@b0160], [@b0165], [@b0170], biosensor methods [@b0175], [@b0180], [@b0185], [@b0190], and immuno-PCR methods [@b0195], [@b0200], [@b0205], [@b0210]. Occasionally, DNA barcodes are amplified by a combination of techniques, such as real-time PCR [@b0215], [@b0220], [@b0225]. BCA technology achieves high sensitivity and simple detection due to multiple signal amplification and the lack of a need for enzyme amplification. This specificity of detection is achieved via monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies corresponding to the target protein. An overview of common signal amplification methods for BCA is shown in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Comparison of common BCA signal amplification methods.MethodTargetYearCountrySensitivityTimePrincipleAdvantagesDisadvantagesReferencesChip methodsAnthrax2004USA5 × 10^−15^ mol/L3--4 hA chip with a surface-fixed capture probe is hybridized with AuNP labelled with the complementary DNA sequence barcode, and silver staining is performed for scanning analysis.Small, portable, fast.\
The barcode DNA is highly concentrated on the surface of the chip, and the silver staining method can further amplify the detection signal with high sensitivity.It is sometimes inconvenient to amplify and detect non-nucleic acid macromolecules.[@b0125]Human Immunodeficiency Type 1 Capsid (p24) Antigen2007USA100 fg/mL2--3 h[@b0135]Hepatitis B Virus Deoxyribonucleic Acid2010China10^−15^ mol/L1.5 h[@b0130]Human IgG2013China1 pg/mL14 h[@b0120]  Fluorescent labelling*Salmonella enterica serovar* Enteritidis2009USA1 ng/mL4 hBarcode DNA is labelled with fluorescent dyes and detected by collecting signals using a fluorescence scanner.Wide application range,\
improved sensitivity,\
short detection time.This combination of technologies is not yet mature, and it is necessary to further optimize the experimental steps and conditions to reduce the cost of testing.[@b0150]Bluetongue virus2012China10^−2^ fg/mL3 h[@b0140]Ricin toxin2012China1 fg/mL3 h[@b0145]Multiple DNAs (HCV and HIV)2017China5 × 10^−12^ mol/L2 h[@b0155]  Colorimetric methodsCytokines-IL-22005USA30 × 10^−18^ mol/L3 hThe sequence is hybridized with the labelled AuNP, and the experimental results are determined according to the change in the colour of the solution.Simple, portable, low cost.\
The experimental results can be observed more intuitively through colour changes.The experimental steps are complicated.\
Reproducibility and sensitivity need to be further improved.[@b0160]Cytokines-IL-22007USA10^−18^ mol/L3 h[@b0165]Pesticide triazophos2017China14 ng/L1 h[@b0170]  Biosensor methodsHTLV-I and HTLV-II2009China1.71 × 10^−12^ mol/L; 1.5 × 10^−12^ mol/L1.5 hThe AuNP is used as a signal amplifier, and the magnetic probe is used as a splitter.\
The signal amplification and silver staining form a complex structure, and other techniques are used for detection.Variety of sensors, simple operation, good portability, short response time, high sensitivity, low background signal.The detection sensitivity cannot meet the practical requirements for large-scale applications.\
Experimental steps are complicated.[@b0190]Human platelet antigen2010Germany2 × 10^−12^ mol/L150 s[@b0175]The protective antigen A (pagA) gene of *Bacillus anthracis* and the insertion element (Iel) gene of *Salmonella enteritidis*2010USA0.5 ng/mL; 50 pg/mL1 h[@b0180]*Escherichia coli* O157:H72018China50 CFU/mL1 h[@b0185]  IPCRHantaan virus nucleocapsid protein HCV core antigen2009China10 fg/mL1.5 hDetection of target by antigen-antibody specificity and PCR amplification technology.\
Sometimes used in conjunction with fluorescence PCR technology.High sensitivity and specificity and rapid detection\
Can be applied in the diagnosis of cancer, *Salmonella*, and animal diseases and in food safety testing.Separate IPCR technology, quantitative uncertainty.\
The instrument is expensive, and the results cannot be stored for a long time.[@b0195]Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) 772014China1.72 pg/L10 h[@b0200]PCBs-Aroclor 12482015China2.55 pg/L10 h[@b0205]*Staphylococcal enterotoxin B*2019China0.269 pg/mL3 h[@b0210]

Development and application of bio-barcode detection technology {#s0015}
===============================================================

Single-residue detection of macromolecules {#s0020}
------------------------------------------

### Protein detection {#s0025}

Protein is the material basis of human cells and tissues [@b0230], and the detection of protein biomarkers is of great significance for clinical diagnosis and treatment. However, in many early stages of disease, the concentrations of protein markers are considerably low, and conventional ELISA-based methods are not helpful in the diagnosis of various diseases. Traditionally, ELISA-based methods for detecting trace amounts of proteins have been unable to detect protein label concentrations, and their sensitivity has not yet met clinical requirements [@b0235], [@b0240], [@b0245], [@b0250]. Bio-barcode detection technology is 5--6 orders of magnitude more sensitive than conventional ELISA, thus making it a highly sensitive and highly specific detection method.

Since 2003, BCA technology has been applied to detect several protein targets. Georganopoulou et al. [@b0255] used BCA technology for the detection of amyloid-derived diffusible ligands (ADDL) in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and detected 50 ADDL. Thus, BCA technology can provide a high-sensitivity, high-throughput, rapid, and reliable detection method for the clinical diagnosis of Alzheimer\'s disease. In 2007, Nam et al. [@b0165] used SiO~2~ microspheres instead of AuNP to modify barcode DNA and antibodies and then detected interleukin 2 (IL-2) by colorimetry. IL-2 is a secreted cytokine that plays a key role in a variety of infectious, inflammatory, and immune diseases. This method detects IL-2 targets as low as 30 aM but does not guarantee reproducibility. Although BCA technology has increased sensitivity and speed, for the maturation of bio-barcode technology, it is also necessary to optimize the relevant experimental parameters. Yin et al. [@b0140] established a method for the specific detection of the blue-tongue virus (BTV) outer nuclear protein VP7 by ultrasensitive BCA technology, which relied on real-time PCR. The limit of detection (LOD) was 0.1 fg/mL, which is 7 orders of magnitude lower than that of conventional ELISA. During the course of the experiment, due to false positives caused by laboratory contamination, multiple washing and cleaning steps are required, and real-time PCR reduces the possibility of DNA contamination to some extent. Zheng et al. [@b0185] used a colorimetric biosensor to rapidly aggregate AuNP and then used smart phone imaging for the detection of *E. coli* O157:H7. The amount of *E. coli* was determined by the conversion of the colour of AuNP from blue to red. The LOD was 50 CFU/mL and the method had good specificity and sensitivity but could not meet the LOD of 1 CFU/mL required for food testing. As such, there is a need to further optimize experimental conditions and increase sensitivity. Li et al. [@b0260] performed the rapid detection and sensitive determination of *E. coli* O157:H7 bacteria via AuNP labelling and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). Because of the signal amplification characteristics of AuNP and the high sensitivity of ICP-MS, the assay was capable of detecting at least 500 *E. coli* O157:H7 cells in a 1 mL sample. Cui et al. [@b0265] established a sensitive and selective detection method for the *H. pylori* DNA sequence using a novel bio-barcode-based DNA sensing approach. The DNA sensor exhibited a detection limit of 1 × 10^−15^ M. Yin et al. [@b0145] reported the use of real-time quantitative PCR for BCA technology in the specific detection of ricin in water. The method showed a coefficient of variation ranging from 3.39 to 6.84% and an LOD of 1 fg/mL, which was 6 orders of magnitude greater than that of conventional ELISA. Later, the technology was improved: the sandwich structure was directly subjected to real-time PCR bio-barcode detection reaching an LOD of 0.01 fg/mL, representing a 100-fold increase in sensitivity. Furthermore, in 2018, Zhang et al. [@b0270] reported a new bio-barcode-based split-type photoelectrochemical (PEC) immunoassay for the sensitive detection of PSA using polymerase-triggered rolling circle amplification, accompanied by the enzymatic biocatalytic precipitation reaction, and the LOD reached as low as 1.8 pg/mL.

In the clinical diagnosis of specific protein markers, chemiluminescence, ELISA, ELISA electrophoresis, and radioimmunoassays are commonly used. However, because early markers of tumours and other disease markers are typically present at trace amounts, the specificity and sensitivity of classic detection methods are insufficient for such clinical tests. In recent years, bio-barcode technology has demonstrated strong sensitivity and specificity through continuous improvements, relying on the combination with various technologies [@b0275], [@b0280], [@b0100], [@b0285], [@b0290], [@b0295], [@b0300], [@b0305], [@b0310], [@b0315]. Zhang et al. [@b0320] developed a highly sensitive and selective electrochemical DNA biosensor for detecting Ag^+^ based on DNA-Au bio-barcode and silver-enhanced amplification. Since the sandwich hybridization assay format and the silver enhancement have different electrochemical signal amplification linear ranges from 5 pM to 50 μM and an LOD as low as 2 pM, the method showed good analytical performance for the sensitive transduction of Ag^+^ recognition. Broto et al. [@b0325] first reported the quantitative analysis of C-reactive protein (CRP) in plasma samples. The method can quantify the biomarker in a plasma sample in the range of 900--12500 ng/mL with excellent accuracy. The assay can also be used to monitor biomarkers in patients suspected of having or at risk of cerebrovascular disease (CVD) or related inflammatory diseases. Xing et al. [@b0330] established a method for the synthesis of novel carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) probes based on hollow quenched gold nanoparticles (HPGNP) and fluorescence quenching. By optimizing the experimental conditions, the LOD reached 1.5 pg/mL and the linear range of the probe was 2--100 pg/mL. Narmani et al. [@b0335] established a fluorescence DNA biosensor method based on MMP and NP for the detection of the *Vibrio cholera O1 OmpW gene*. The results showed that the linear range was from 5 to 250 ng/mL and that the LOD was 2.34 ng/mL. Amini et al. [@b0340] established a method based on two probes and bio-barcode DNA for the detection of *Staphylococcus aureus* protein A. The results showed that the standard curve was linear from 10^2^ to 10^7^ CFU/mL and that the LOD for both PBS and real samples was 86 CFU/mL. Li et al. [@b0345] developed an immunoassay based on tyramine signal amplification (TSA) and AuNP labelling for the highly sensitive detection of alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) by ICP-MS. The LOD was 1.85 pg/mL, and the linear range was 0.005--2 ng/mL. Moreover, the assay showed good repeatability and can be applied to detect other macromolecules in human sera.

### Nucleic acid detection {#s0030}

Nucleic acids are the macromolecules of DNA and RNA and one of the most basic substances required for life [@b0350]. As a standard technique for nucleic acid detection, PCR technology is a highly sensitive method for amplifying specific DNA fragments. However, it relies on enzymatic amplification, requires expensive reagents and is time-consuming [@b0355], [@b0360], [@b0365], [@b0370], [@b0375], [@b0380], [@b0385]. On the other hand, compared to PCR, BCA technology has achieves high sensitivity, and simple detection while being less time consuming and labour intensive. BCA technology is capable of rapid, low-cost detection and can be applied clinically for the rapid and joint detection of DNA and viruses of epidemic diseases under different conditions.

Wang et al. [@b0130] used chip BCA technology for the detection of trace amounts of hepatitis B virus (HBV) DNA with a sensitivity of 10--15 mol/L. The detection time was less than 1.5 h, and the test results showed a good linear relationship with the HBV DNA levels and no false-positive results. This method can be used for the rapid screening of HBV DNA and other microbial genes in the serum of hepatitis B patients. Based on high-sensitivity BCA technology, Tang et al. [@b0135] used the chip scanning method to detect HIV-1. The linear range was determined to be from 0.1 to 500 pg/mL, demonstrating a sensitivity approximately 150 times greater than that of conventional ELISA. Hill et al. [@b0390] first applied bio-barcode technology to detect genomic double-stranded DNA isolated from *Bacillus subtilis* cells. The core of this approach was the use of blocking oligonucleotides during heat denaturation of the double-stranded DNA. The LOD was 2.5 fM; thus, this method can provide a technical platform for the improvement and development of biological material detection systems. Zhang et al. [@b0150] used BCA technology to detect *Salmonella* via a fluorescence-based method. The fluorescence signal of the released barcode DNA was exponentially related to the target DNA concentration, and the LOD was 1 ng/mL. Breaking through the traditional microbial culture method used to detect *Salmonella* will further ensure better food safety control.

Chen et al. [@b0195] developed a functionalized nanogold-enhanced hypersensitivity immuno-PCR method to detect Hantavirus nucleocapsid protein (HNP); the method, based on PCR/gel electrophoresis and SYBR-Green real-time fluorescence PCR, achieved a LOD of 10 fg/mL. Li et al. [@b0395] established a triple amplification system based on ICP-MS for the detection of HBV through a combination of nicking-displacement, rolling circle amplification (RCA) and bio-barcode probes. This assay exhibited a LOD of 3.2 × 10^−17^ M. As the level of fluorescent PCR increases, ICP-MS technology and experimental methods are also optimized continuously [@b0400], [@b0405], [@b0410], [@b0415], [@b0420], [@b0425], [@b0430], [@b0435]. In 2017, Yin et al. [@b0440] established a real-time PCR method with a LOD of 1 fg/mL for the detection of hepatitis C virus (HCV) core antibodies using a TaqMan probe. By improving the method, a 100-fold increase in sensitivity for the detection of HCV was achieved, and the false positives caused by the interference of other DNA sequences were reduced. Zhang et al. [@b0445] developed a hybridized chain reaction (HCR) amplification method combined with AuNP labelling for the ICP-MS-based detection of H9N2 virions. The LOD achieved was 0.12 ng/mL, and the method revealed high specificity and sensitivity. Through optimization of the experimental steps and the technological combinations, the sensitivity of bio-barcode detection technology has been continuously improved, allowing its application to the detection of nucleic acids in various fields.

### Multi-residue detection of macromolecules {#s0035}

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the bio-barcode DNA strand and the target protein, and the multi-residue analysis of a target substance can be achieved by designing a corresponding DNA barcode based on the capture probe of the target. In other words, BCA technology is capable of the simultaneous detection of multiple targets in one sample.

In 2006, Stoeva et al. [@b0450] reported a method using bio-barcoded NP probes for the simultaneous detection of three protein cancer markers: PSA, (a prostate cancer marker); human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG, a testicular cancer marker); and alpha-fetoprotein (AFP, a liver cancer marker). The method was performed in a 96-well plate format in a high-throughput manner on buffer or serum samples. The barcodes were detected with the chip-based scanometric method, and with a sensitivity up to fmol/L. Thus, the technical breakthrough of bio-barcode detection in the field of the multi-residue detection of macromolecular substances has been realized.

Li et al. [@b0455] labelled DNA with different types of fluorescent dyes and simultaneously detected five sequences and sources of DNA using fluorescently labelled NP-DNA bio-barcodes; the detection limit was 620 aM. The final detection step was completed within 30 s. In 2008, He et al. [@b0460] used a 3730 capillary DNA analyser to detect four viral DNA sequences at concentrations of 5 pmol/L using bio-barcode detection technology within 40 min. Lin et al. [@b0155] developed a novel nanoenzyme-based bio-barcode fluorescence amplification assay that can simultaneously detect HIV and HCV DNA. The method mainly used bimetallic (PtAu) NP and showed excellent characteristics, including peroxidase activity for the simultaneous oxidation of non-fluorescent substrates into fluorescent reagents for the simultaneous detection of HIV and HCV genes under both enzyme-free and label-free conditions. Within the range from 10 pM to 500 pM with a regression coefficient of 0.9945, the LOD reached 5 pM. The measured results showed high sensitivity and accuracy. Thus, this approach will also be an important research direction for the simultaneous detection of biological macromolecules.

The establishment of multi-residue detection of biological macromolecules is of great significance for clinical disease diagnosis, drug analysis and detection of DNA from pathogens. Currently, technology for the simultaneous detection of biological macromolecules continues to be explored and developed.

Single-molecule single-residue detection {#s0040}
========================================

Agricultural and veterinary drug testing {#s0045}
----------------------------------------

Semicarbazide is a hydrazine small-molecule compound that is a metabolite of the veterinary drug nitrofurazone. It is often considered a marker for judging the abuse of nitrofurazone in animal-derived foods. Tang et al. [@b0465] proposed a functional AuNP bio-barcode detection technology for detecting the hapten CPSEM (a nitrofurazone derivative). PCR was combined with indirect competition ELISA to convert the enzyme signal into a DNA signal. The sensitivity reached up to 8 pg/mL, which is approximately 25 times that of conventional ELISA.

Nanomaterials are less commonly used in the detection of small-substances, such as additives in food and pesticide residues, than macromolecules; one of the main reasons is the structure of small molecules, which cannot bind to two antibodies due to steric hindrance. To solve this problem, the double sandwich structure can be replaced with a competition model [@b0470], [@b0475], [@b0020], [@b0480]. The main schematic diagram is shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. Sun et al. [@b0485] developed competitive AuNP that improved real-time immuno-PCR techniques (GNP-rt-IPCR) to detect diethyl phthalate (DEP) in foodstuff samples. By optimizing the experimental conditions, a rather low linearity was achieved within a range from 4 pg/L to 40 ng/L, and the LOD was 1.06 pg/L. Zhang et al. [@b0490] detected the small molecule triazophos in water, rice, cucumber, cabbage and apple samples based on a competitive immunoassay with BCA. The method showed a linear range of 0.01--20 μg/L, and the LOD was 6 ng/L. Du et al. [@b0495], [@b0500] established a bio-barcode competitive immunoassay method based on a microplate platform. By designing different DNA strands, the detection of triazophos pesticides was realized. The detection range of this method was from 2.5 × 10^−2^ to 40.0 ng/mL, and the sensitivity was 1.96 × 10^−2^ ng/mL. As such, this method provides a new direction for the rapid detection and screening of pesticide residues. Competitive colorimetric immunoassays are a new method that makes up for the shortcoming of long-term analysis and expensive equipment for single-residue detection of single-molecule substances in gas chromatography, liquid chromatography and other common detection methods [@b0505], [@b0510], [@b0515], [@b0520], [@b0525], [@b0530], [@b0535], [@b0540]. These new methods have promising accuracy and sensitivity and provide broad prospects for the rapid detection of pesticide residues in the environment, agricultural products and foods, as well as the screening of proteins.Fig. 2Schematic diagram of the biological barcode competition model. (A). Probe preparation. (B). Generation of a competition structure with the target and separate detection.

Biotoxin detection {#s0050}
------------------

Yu et al. [@b0545] established a BCA technology for the detection of aflatoxin B1 (AFB1) with a sensitivity of approximately 10^−8^ ng/mL, which is much higher than the sensitivity of ELISA. This work is also the first use of BCA technology for the analysis of AFB1 in herbal medicine. This method can be used for the trace detection of AFB1 in peanuts, cashew nuts and other nut-based foods.

Zhang et al. [@b0550] developed a new high-sensitivity method based on BCA and RCA technology to detect T-2 toxin in food. This method exhibited a LOD of 0.26 pg/mL, a linear range of 0.002--200 ng/mL, a good recovery and a relative standard deviation of 88.65% to 10.04% and 0.6% to 13.1%, respectively. This method showed potential for the ultrasensitive detection of various small molecules in complex matrices.

Environmental pollutant detection {#s0055}
---------------------------------

PCB are a class of typical persistent organochlorine compounds that are widely found in the environment, are highly toxic, and bioaccumulate, as they are difficult to degrade; thus, PCB present a major threat to the ecosystem and to human health [@b0555].

Yang et al. [@b0200] established a sensitive immunosorbent bio-barcode detection method based on real-time immuno-PCR to detect 3,4,3′,4′-tetrachlorobiphenyl. The linear range was 5 pg/L-10 ng/L, and the LOD was 1.72 pg/L. The coefficient of variation was within the specified range; therefore, this method could be used for rapid semi-quantitative PCB detection.

Yang et al. [@b0205] established a bio-barcode method based on real-time immuno PCR for the analysis and detection of PCBs in environmental samples. The lower LOD of this method was 2.55 pg/L, and the method could successfully detect Aroclor 1248 in seaweed samples collected from the East China Sea in Zhejiang Province. The recovery range was from 84% to 104%. Thus, this method provides a new detection technology for applications in the detection of PCBs.

BCA versus other techniques {#s0060}
---------------------------

Compared with PCR technology, BCA has simple operation and high specificity. It replaces the PCR step with barcode amplification technology, which reduces PCR-related equipment cost and possible pollution. In addition, it does not require enzyme participation, which decreases reagent and transportation costs. The detection range is wide, and the test substance can be detected as long as their corresponding monoclonal antibody and polyclonal antibody can be obtained. Thus, this technology has great advantages in detecting some pathogenic microorganisms that are not suitable for detection by PCR technology. Compared with ELISA technology, BCA has high sensitivity and can be used in combination with the chip method, colorimetric method and fluorescence method. Its sensitivity is 5--6 orders of magnitude higher than that of conventional ELISA. Moreover, the detection time is at least 3 h less than that of ELISA. Due to insufficient detection sensitivity, ELISA cannot detect certain low-concentration substances and cannot be applied to all samples. In comparison, BCA has a wider detection range. For small-molecule substances, chromatography, mass spectrometry, spectroscopy, biosensors and other methods are commonly used for detection. However, the price of instruments and equipment for these methods is relatively high. Compared with other methods, the bio-barcode method is simple, inexpensive, specific and sensitive.

Limitations {#s0065}
===========

Nevertheless, the BCA technology also has some drawbacks. First, in terms of nucleic acid detection, while BCA technology does not require enzymes for amplification, the sensitivity is not superior to that of PCR technology. While the results are reproducible, they can be difficult to accurately quantify, and false positives can be a problem. For example, there are certain false positives in the silver staining reaction, and other methods, such as the colorimetric method and fluorescent labelling method that can be used for quantitative detection. Further exploration is needed to optimize the experimental conditions and operating procedures to further improve the detection sensitivity. In some detection methods, barcode DNA needs to be amplified by PCR, or the amplified barcode is subjected to electrophoresis or chip detection by combined technology. In these cases, detection relies on expensive equipment, which limits the widespread application of these methods in practice. Second, BCA technology has been applied for the multi-residue detection of macromolecules but not small molecules, which could be an important direction for future exploration. Third, the reagents and materials required for bio-barcode-based experiments are easier to prepare than those needed for other detection methods, and their specificity also depends on the specificity of the monoclonal antibodies used in the detection system; however, the relatively high cost of commercial monoclonal antibodies and polyclonal antibodies will affect the application of this technology in actual detection. The preparation of test kit products and promotion of their use are also an important research direction. Fourth, the preparation of probes takes a long time, as the experimental preparation of some probes require 72 h or more; therefore, the reaction needs to be optimized to further shorten the preparation and detection time.

Conclusions and future perspectives {#s0070}
===================================

In this review, we introduced the directions and applications of several bio-barcode detection assays. After more than ten years of development and exploration, BCA technology has enabled the establishment of a simple and reliable high-efficiency system for the single-residue or multi-residue detection of macromolecular substances, such as proteins, and the single-residue detection of small molecules. As they have high sensitivity and specificity, these methods have demonstrated strong advantages for applications in clinical disease diagnosis, food safety testing, and chemical contaminant testing.

First, the nanomaterials used in bio-barcode detection technology are safe and not easily denatured by binding to target molecules; in addition, the high specificity and high sensitivity allow broad application prospects. Second, BCA technology can design barcode DNA of different lengths and sequences according to different targets to complete multi-residue detection. Third, compared with chromatographic methods and other detection methods, it is cost-effective, fast and simple in the single-residue detection of small molecules.

BCA technology is not yet fully mature, and each component of a method may affect its sensitivity and specificity. Therefore, exploring the optimal reaction conditions, reducing the testing costs, further simplifying the operation steps, improving the detection sensitivity, shortening the time of preparation and testing, realizing the detection of multiple substances in the same reaction system, and developing and commercializing BCA technology-based immunization kits are important directions for future research.
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